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This report will cover DAPC Project J3, "Development of Improved Anti-static Cushioning
Materials and Dynamic Parfomiance Testing for Ammunition Containers" for fiscal year 1994
This is a jinl-soe prmoect managed by the Air Force Packaging Evaluation Activity, Wright-
Patterson AF8. OH. and coondmated with the US Army. Packaging Division. Picatinny Arsenal,
NJ, tht Packaging. Handling. Storage and Transportabiity Center at Naval Weapons Station
Earle. NJ. and the US Marine Corps. Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane. IN-

The orginal itent of thIs project was to research only anti-static cushioning materials for use in
ammunition cotainers and to develop dynamic tests along with a performance database for use
in cushion design In the past few years, loam cushioning suppliers have been producng non-
ozone depleting custimng with flannable blowing agents which could cause an explosion when
shiping. Storing. or handling a sealed container. This projec was expanded to include non-
ozone deplebng and non-flammable blowing agents to protect the environment along with making
i safe to ship. store, and handle the sealed a•munition containers.

This year's research of cushioning materials included developm•nt of cushion curves on anti-
static and non-ozone depleting cushioning materials, and non-flammable blowing agents used to
produce cushioning materials. Container 'signers will use the cushion curves to determine the
cost, type. and amount of cushioning needed in the containers to protect the item. Other
properties of the cushions were also tested and studied to determine which materials are the
most suitable. These studies included non-flammable blowing agents, shortened dynamic
cushion testing studies. compressive creep st-dy, cold temperature performance tests, and finite
element analysis and cushioning. A user-friendly cushion design computer program was
developed. This program will inprove and expedite the container design process.

The benefits of this project are numerous. The most important benefit of this project is the
promotion of the use of anti-static cushioning materials and non-ozone depleting materials which
are safe for s.iipment, storage, and handling of ammunition. Because this project is a joint-
service project, the results of this project will benefit all services. This project improves container
design and facilitates procurement of quality materials by giving the design engineer better
materials and information about the specifics of those materials.

Future efforts on this project focus on giving the design engineer the knowledge and tools
required to use the anti-static, non-ozone depleting and safe materials. They include cold-
temperature performance testing, distribution of the cushion design program, further research on
non-flammable blowing agents, shortened cushion curve testing, and finite element analysis and
cushioning.
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1.0 ,ntro ,,c , iii

1.1 B=. The Army, under direction of Congress, formed the Defense Ammunition Packaging Council
(DAPC) to investigate ammunition packaging requirements and perform basic research and development
in an effort to solve problems identifieo for ammunition. PM-AMMOLOG, Picatinny Arsensal, NJ is
managing the overall program for Congress. All DOD services are participating.

DAPC consists of many projects. The p"nject that this paper vi ill cover is DAPC Project J3,
"Development of Improved Anti-static Cushioning Materials and Dynamic Performance Testing for
Ammunition Containers." This is a joint-service project managed by the Air Force Packaging Evaluation
Activity, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, with participation from the US Army, Packaging Division, Picatinny
Arsenal, NJ, the Packaging, Handling, Storage and Transportability Center at Naval Weapons Station
Earle, NJ, and 'he US Marine Corps, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane, IN.

The original intent of this project was to research only anti-static cushioning materials for use in
ammunition containers and to develop dynamic tests along with a performance database to: use in
cushion design. The project expanded into cushioning that also does not contain ozone-depleting and
flammable substances. In the past few years, foam cushioning suppliers have been producing non-
ozone depleting cushioning with flammable blowing agents which could cause an explosion when
shipping. starirnj. or handling a container. This project was expanded to include non-ozone depleting and
non-flammable blowing agents to protect the environment along with making it safe to ship, store, or
handle the ammunitkun containers.

The research oi cushioning materials includes development of cushion curves on anti-static and non-
ozone depleting cushioning materials, and non-flammable blowing agent used 0 produce cushioning
materials. Container designers will use the cushion curves to determine the type and amount of
cushioning needed in the containers to protect the irem. Other engineeing properties of the cushions will
also be tested and studied to determine which materials are the most suitable. These studies include
isotiutane studies, shortened dynamic cushion testing studies, compressive creep study, extreme
temperature performance tests, and finite element analysis and cushioning. A cushion design computer
program will also be produced.

The development of dynamic tests and a performance database will include improvements to the cushion
drop test and how to make the test match the performancs of the container during a drop test more
closely. This topic is not covered in this paper because dynamic performance testing will be
accomplished in future fiscal years. id funding is available.

1.2 Oeral iLennflef. The benefits of this project are numerous Because this is a joint service project,
the results of this project will benefit all services.

Theru will be standardization of cushionirj materials which will improve the safety of the ammunition
containers with subsequent benefits to nonr-ammunition containers as well.

This project improves container design and facilitates procurement of quality materials by giving the
design .ngineer better materials and information about the specifics of those materials.

This project promotes the use of not only anti-static cushioning materials, but also the use of non-ozone

depleting materials which are safe ftr shipment and storage of ammunition.

This project promotes metric use a;id conversion because most of the ,ssuit' are in metric units.

1.3 &hbdlek The overall project schedule is included in Appendix A. It depicts the work that has been
accomplished as of September 1994. The schedule is split into different sub-projects which incklde
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Cushion Curve Testing, Updating of the Cushion Design Program, and Generation of the Final Report.
See 2.0 Work Accomplished for specific explanations in each of these areas.

1.4 Fundjng. The FY 94 funding for the total program was $1 C8,000.00. Contract Funding consisted of
two directly funded projects. One the Cushion Curve Testing Contract for $97,500.00 and the other was
the Cushion Design Program for 620,000.00. The remaining funds covered in-house and other
government expenses.

FundinUM ,'KS [Y94 FY95 FY96

Total 168 200 145
In House 20.5 20 15
Other Gov. 30 30 30
Contract 117.5 150 100

1 5 Futureffr. Future efforts on this project focus on giving the design engineer the knowledge and
tools required to use the anti-static, non-ozone depleting and safe materials. They include cold
temperature performance testing, distribution o1 the cushion design program, further research on non-
flammable blowing agents, shortened cushion curve testing, and finite element analysis and cushioning.

Overall DAPC J3 POC: Ms. Caroline J. Buckey
(See Appendix B for Listing and Addresses of POCs)

2.0 Work Aplishad

2.1 ushiion Curve Tasting Contra"t.

2.1.1 &M. The Cushion Curve Testing Contract is the largest single portion of the project, consisting
of $97,500.00. The purpose of the contract is to davelop peak acceleration/static stress curves for 10
new materials. The curves will be used by container designers in development of containers with anti-
static, safe, and non-ozone depleting foam cushioning materials.

2.1.2 g lang~b. Benefits include the development of cushion design curves on new materials
with the following desired properties: anti-static, non-ozone depleting. and non-isobutane. The data and
curves generated will help container designers by providing much-needed data on the materials with the
above properties. Furthermore, the data from this research can be used as a baseline for future fiscal
year studies.

2.1.3 Ts IL MMS. The contractor will develop curves for ten materials and two manufacturers per
material for a total of 400 curves. The contractor will use a dynamic cushion testing machine which drops
a specific weight on a cushion arvi the peak acceieration is recorded on a data acquisition system. The
contractor will follow the test procedures listed in the statement of work provided in the contract.

2.1.4 BRsults. The contract was awarded to Lansmont Corporation, Lansing, Mi. The contract was
awarded on 28 Jun 94 for $97,500.00.

The contractor is ordering materials and setting up for teting. Testing should start in October and the
first of ten interim test reports is expected in November. At that point, the contractor would have
completed the fis of !en materials. The contractor has one year to conmplIee testing, according to the
contract, and is required to complete their reports by the end of June 1995
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The contractor will provide the data generated from these curves. The data will be in following forms:
the test report form specified in the data item description, the curves drawn on graphs, and the raw data
on computer diskettes.

2.1.5 EUtu i1rz. Future efforts in this area depend on the availability of funds for the next year.
Container design engineers have expressed an interest in cold testing data for cushion curves. AFPEA
has started research on what test procedures and equipment are needed to conduct this type of testing.
If funding is approved and allocated, many materials can be tested and much heeded cold-testing data
could be generated for use by packaging designers.

Any lessons learned from ihe current contract will be incorporated into future year contracts.

The data from this research can be used as a baseline for future studies including the Dynamic
Performance Testing (1.1) and Shortened Cushiorn Curve Testing (2.3.2).

POC: Ms. Caroline J, Buckey (See Appendix B)

2.2 Cushiun Design Comguter Prooram Update.

22.1 b=, .- The current AFPEA Cushion Design Computer Program generates design information
peak acceleration for an existing cushion pack and assists in the design for complete cushioning
encapsulation of an item, corner-pad cushioning design and cushion wrap design of an item. Each of the
options consider drop heights, dimensions, weight, fragility container type, container materials, cost and
mode of transportation. Costs and output results are either displayed to the screen or to both the screen
and printer. An option is provided to make changes to the current input data and then rerun the analysis.

22.2 Speci•,int. The new Cushion Design Prfgram provides many benefits over the existihl
version. The updated version of the program will be Windows compatible and will be more user-friendly.
The container designer will be able to see the graph of the curve and the area of concern. Also the
program will have on-line help and the ability to use a mouse. Because the program is in Windows, the
user will be able to "dick" on the various characteristics they want and then save them to a file for later
use. Ar. important benefit is the ease of adding new information. For example, the new cushion curves
from the Cushion Curve Contract (2.1) can be added with very little effort.

This contract is the modification of the AFPEA 304 Cushioning Design Program Software to perform the
following functions:
-- Displ'ay data in peak acceleration versus static stress on a semi-log x-y plot for use in selection of
material
- Output a peak acceleration versus static stress plot displaying a lined oc shaded area where the
selec,,ion ies.
-- HKve the ability to save information to a file for later retrieval and/or modification.
-- Option to easily revise data files and iut updated data inclAng more cushioning materials and
pric.es.
-- On-line help instructions
- Keep the data in a user-friendly database.
-. Ability to use mouse or arrow keys.
- Opening instructions and any documentation to support the new version.

2.2.3 Rllt. The contract oost is $20,000.00. The contractor started work in Februar;. The rough
draft will be ready September 1994. The rough draft will be coordinated with all services. The final
product is expected prior to close of calendar year 1994.
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2.2.. Distribution and Future Efforts. Initially, distribution of the program will be done on diskettes and
sent to previous customers and CAPC members. Whf.i the Tri-Service Packaging "Information Center"
on the World Wide Web is fully functional (DAPC Project J1), then this program may be linked to the
Information Center and anyone who has privileges to the system can access the Cushioning Design
Program.

The cushion design curves generated from the Cushion Curve Testing Contract (2.1) can be used to
update the program giving the design engineer tIie most recent data.

POC: Ms. Susan J. Misra (See Apoendix B)

2.3 Other Sudie. In addition to the studies listed previously, AFPEA and other Department of Defense
agencies have been performing in-house studies on cushioning. Most of these topics have emerged
within the last year. The studies are at various stages of completion. See each specific topic for status
and future efforts.

2.3.1 Non-flammable Blowing Agent Studies.

2.3.1.1 &. The Air Force Packaging Evaluation Activity (AFPEA), HO AFMC/L.GTP has been
investigating Polyethylene (PE) Cushioning Material in sealed shipping containers since October 1993. A
container exploded Oct 93 due to alleged improper welding practices at Thiokol in UT, alerting packaging
people to a potential hazard. As the reackaging indUstry now knows, the replacement of ozone depleting
Freon blowing agents resulted in industry use of three flammable gases as blowing agents in the process
of producing Military Specification Polyethylene (PPP-C-1752). These gases can remain inside sealed
containers for extended time periods, perhaps the life of the container depending on how often it is
opened and allowed to ventilate. No incident has occurred to date in packaging, storage, or
transportation of these products.

2.3.1.2 Result. AFPEA has hosted Ont DOD meetings to coordinate both long and short term solutions
to this potential problem. The resuilt of these meetings has been the formation of joint DOD engineering
and policy teams to analyze various aspects of the concern. The following actions have been taken by
the Air Force:

a. Container design engineers lhave decided to ban the use in new container designs of flammable
blowing agents used in producing cushioning.

b AFPEA has taken the lead in identifying non-flammable substitute materials for use in new
designs and for the possible retrofit of fielded containers during the normal refit schedule. Also in work is
an amendment to PPP-C-1 752 to prohibit the purchase of the flammable materials.

c. AGMC/MAEL (Newark AFB) has tested and analyzed the possibiily nf static electricity (ESD) as
an ignition source. The resulting report recommendations were inoorporated into AF Safety messages.

d. Coordinated LG/XF1SE Safety messages have been iuued to field activities alerting them to
possible dangers when opening containers. The messages contain ventilation and grounding
recommendations that, if followed, eliminate any known danger to personnel or equipment.

e. Container searches have been undertaken to identify the magnitude of the problem. To date, over
45.000 containers are fielded that may contain some level of the flammable gas. Because of mutple
contracts to sub-contractors and an extensive list of government and industry container refurbishment
activities, we have been unable to define an exact Net.

f. A joint Air Force Material Command LG/XR/SE field study was completed. The intention was to
identify containers that pose a potential risk. Results are that fielded containers exist with gas levels
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above LEL. Joint LGIXR/SE meeting concluded that current Air Force safety procedures are sufficient to

control these conditions.

2.3.1.3 FulrL•s..Elgg- GSA will process the PPP-C-1752 amendment to prohibit government purchase

of the offending material. The DOD will continue joint meetings as needed to assess the risk and

progress made on this condition.

Ovetall Isobutane POC: Mr. Larry A. Wood (See Appendix B)

2.3.1.3 ist*1g g _ uiJf.

2.3.1.3.1 Eletrostatic • i•.Jharge (ESD) Assessment of Polyethylene Foam (Regortlr

Suimma:w The Air Force ESD Control Technology Center at Newark AFB, conducted tests on both an

aluminum container and foam as part of the "ESD Team" established at the 16-17 Nov 93 meeting at

AFPEA. ESD entered into discussions as a potential ignition source of flammable blowing agents.

The object of this study was to determine the possibility of ignition of an isobutane-oxidant concentration

within a missile shipping container with ESD as the ignition source. Focus was placed on the routine

handling and the opening of those containers having potentially hazardous levels of isobutane and

discharge energies that could be attained in this process.

Testing verified that although electrostatic potentials could be generated on the cover and/or base and

pern rnnel asscciated with opening missile shipping containers, the probability of this event causing

ignition was highly improbable The report recommended an interim solution of grounding the container

when opening a container with foam containing high levels of isobutane. The long term solution is to

procure foam with ESD-safe properties and non-flammable blowing agents (2.3.1).

Date of Study: 20 Dec 93
POC: Mr. Steven C. Gerken (See Appendix B)

2.3.1.3.2 Use of Adsorbent to Remove Blowing Aaent from Closed Container (Letter)

SMmma•: The objective of this letter report was to determine whether the use of adsorbent to remove

blowing agent from the vapor phase is a feasible solution to the problem of using flammable blowing

agents for foams in closed containers. Calculations were done to show how fast the blowing agent would

be adsorbed. The appropriate amoulnt of adsorbent was calculated for two different container and foam

combinations to remove the blowing agent. Many assumptions were used. The writer suggested that

these calculations be backed up with tests on actual containers.

Date of Study: 12 Jan 94
POC. Ms. Ruth M. Doherty (See Appendix B)

2.3.1.3.3 Potential Reolacement Cushioninrg Materials which meeil flenuirements for PP.-C-1752..

Polyethvlene Foam (Letter-

,umlaly: In order to identify repL-,•ement materials for flammable blowing agent polyethylene foams,

AFPEA performed dynamic cushion testing in accordance with PPP-C-1 752D on almost twenty materials.

AFPEA identified substitutes for Type I, Class 2 and Types III, IV & V polyethylene foams. See POC

below for specific replacements. The writer notes that the testing was accomplished on one thickness of

material at one drop height. Each material may have a different aet of design curves and other

associated material properties. It will be the responsibility of each o~ganization to determine which

material properties are the most important for its own needs and design/redesign packaging accordingly.
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Date of Study: 3 Mar 94

FOC: Ms. Susan J. Evans (See Appendix B)

2.3.1.3.5 LQTP Repo94-R-02. Container Venting of L obutane BlQwina Aoent in Tra•,spor Aircraft

Summ)naa: In a sealed container, the released blowing agent accumulates and is released into its
external environment as the container vents. The 4uestion of a combustible gas concentration both
internal and external to the container arises. Fcr an aircraft transporting such containers, excessive
venting into the external environment may occur either from container temperature changes, while the
aircraft is on the ground, or from changes in cabin pressure, resuifing from aircraft ascent and
environmental controls.

Calculations were done for both cases. The first case involved a closed aircraft which was stationary on
the runway 3nd was exposed to solar input without the ventilation systen, operating and with maximum
ccntainer load. The conditions of the example included a 4C0 F temperature rise from 8O°F to 120 0F,
and concentration of each container at 100% LEL. The maximum isobutane concentraticn was 5.17%
LEL.

The second case involved an aircraft climbing at 2000 feet per minute with the ventilation system
regulating cargo compartment pressure to correspond to altitude, but limiting the pressure to that of 8000
feet. The maximum cargo compartment gas concentration occurs at the time the aircraft attains the
altitude of 8000 feet. The conditions of the example included a temperature of 800F, and concentration of
each containEr at .(10% LEL. The maximum isobutane concentration was 6.20/6 LEL.

Both concentrations were at very low levels of isobutane concentration, meaning loading an aircraft to the
maximum extent possible with 100% LEL concentration of containers would not cause an explosive
situation in the aircraft.

Date of Study: 11 Mar 94
POC: Mr. Edward P. Moravec (See Appendix B)

2.3.1.3.4 Container Foam Pilot Test Report.

,Suma: This study examined the combustible gas levels in a sample of containers. Tne test results
showed that none of the measured containers reached the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) of isobutane,
HCFC 142b, or HFC 152A. The test engin6er noted the importance of the 20 day diffusion period, in
which the container is sealed, to allow for equilibrium to establish throughout the container. The engineer
also noted that the LEL gas levels were independent from the container year. For example, the newer
containers were expected to have higher LELs. This was not the case in this study.

Date of Study: 17 Mar 94
POC: Lt. Darrel Thomas (See Appendix B)

2.3.1.3.5 LGTP Reoort 94-R-03, Container Venting of Isobutane Blowin_ Agent in Trans..xrt Truck

Summary: In a sealed container, the releasel blowing agent accumulates and is released into its
external environment as the container vents. The question of a combustible gas concentration both
internal and external to the container arises. For a truck transporting such containers, venting into the
external environment may occur either from elevation changes or changes in container temperature and
barometric pressure.

The study considered filling 40-foot semitrailers with 2090 cubic feet with 12 containers (182" x 35" x 25")
containing 100% LEL. Fcur different situations were ca!culated. The first exampie considered a
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stationary unventilated semitrailer and a temperature change from 40"F to 120OF results in a maximum
isobutane concentration of 2.25% LEL The second example considered an unventilated semitrailer at -
20OF driven into a 70OF warehouse. The maximum isobutane concentration was 9.6% LEL. The third
example considered an insulated, unventilated semitrailer at 68°F going from sea level (14.7 psi) to
10666 feet (1.82 ps;). The isobutane concentration in the trailer will rise to a maximum value of 25.1%
LEL The fourth example considered a insulated, ventilated semitrailer with the same conditions as
example three. Ventilation consisted of only a 1 -inch diameter hole in the truick's front and rear ends.
With this small amount of ventilation, the isobutane concentration went down to 2.28% LEL.

Contrasting examples 3 and 4 showed only modest ventilation is needed to decrease the isobutane
ccncentrations to lower levels of isobutane concentration. Lack of truck air tightness in most trucks would
significantly reduce isobutane concentrations.

Date of Studyý 2 May 94
POC: Mr. Edward P. Moravec (See Appendix B)

2.3.1.3.6 Results ef Exoeriments Conducted to Determine Isobutane Displacement in an Qpen Container

S.umaU: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the displacAment of isobutane from a drum after
the lid has been removed. The test was used as a simulation of opening an ammunition case which was
filled with isobutane-blown foam packing material. The study concluded that isobutane does not remain
in the drum at all after opening; rather, convection seems to remove isobutanp in less than 60 seconds to
the point where it cannot be detected.

Date of Study: 18 May 94
Industry POC: Mr. Rich Striebich
Government POCs: Ms. Ellen Stewart and Lt. John Garvor
(See Appendir B)

2.3.2 5hortened Dynamic Cushion Testino Studies

2.3.2.1 &=. This sub-project consists of two studies. Both studies concern shortening of dynamic
cushion testing. The amount of time, labor, and materials needed to generate cushion design curves now
is enormous. For one material in. 2.1, there are 3000 drops required. These studies purport that many
fewer drops are required to generate the same data If these studies can be used reli.ibly to generate
design curves, tremendous savings in labor, time and materials would be realized.

2.3.2.2 Cushion Design Curve Prediction. This proje-ct is E i extension of an idea resulting from a
contract with Battelle Memorial Institute in 1979. "Development of Simplified Methods for Determining the
Shock Mitigating Properties of Packaging Materials". In their final report, Batelle developed a set of force
balance equations for use in predicting cushion design curves

Mr. Dave Filsinger, HQ AFMCILGTPM, has reopened the project to explo.e the use of high strain rate
data obtained from standard cushion impact data. This data is obtained by using a single weight on the
platen to impact material of various thicknesses and at various drop heights. The force/time curves
generated after impact are used as input to the model to develop the complete set of design curves for
vaious drop heights, cushion thicknesses, and static stresses.

A PC-based FORI RAN program has been written to test the feasibility of the method. Impact data for 2-
pound density polyethylene and 1.3-pound polypropylene have been used to debug and test the program.
At this time, the results of the tests are encouraging.
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2.3.2.2.1 EuLuI Ef I. Mr. Filsinger will continue to research this project in the next fiscal year. He

will test his hypothesis on more materials and more thicknesses of materials and report his findings.

POC: Mr. David Filsinger (See Appendix B)

2.3.2.3 Consolidation of Cushion Curves. Dr. Gary Burgess, Professor at Michigan State University, has
published a proposal for a simplified method for the consolidation of all the conventional cushion curves
for a particular material into a single relationship. The method requires only one of the cushion curves for
an arbitrary drop and cushion thickness to deduce the dynamic stress-strain curve for the material. The
results may be used to generate all other cushion curves regardless of drop height, cushion thickness, or
static loading.

2.3.2.3.1 u'-ltUg.ffgrts. AFPEA has reviewed Dr. Burgess' work and the results look encouraging for
the materials he has tested up to now. Further study needs to be done on more materials and more
variables need to be introduced to see if his method holds true in other situations.

AFPEA has requested to work more closely with Dr. Burgess to develop this study and offer any
assistance they can.

Industry POC: Dr. Gary Burgess
Government POC: Mr. Edward P. Moravec (See Appendix B)

2.3.3 Compressive Creep Study

2.3.3.1 &.. AFPEA is in the process of developing test methods for generating high temperature
compressive creep data for polyethylene and equivalent materials.

2.3.3.2 Ret Methods. Creep testing is accordance with PPP-C-1 752D except that the test period was
shortened from 42 to 14 days to allow generation of information on more materials more quickly. Since
creep rates of most materials tend to level off within one to two weeks and significant amounts of creep
usually do not occur alter this time, reducing the test period should still provide accurate data. Materials
with creep rates that do not level off will be tested for a longer period.

2.3.3.3 Fut Effts. Data will be developed for polyurethane materials after completiun of current
testing.

POC: Ms. Susan J. Evans (See Appendix B)

2.3.4 Low Terngerature Dynamic Cushioning Study.

2.3.4.1 &=. AFPEA is working to develop low temperature dynamic cushioning data because of the
interest expressed in such data by container derigners at Picatinny. NWSF PHST and Eglin AFB. The
data is being developed primarily for polyethylene and equivalent materials.

2.3.4.2 Tes bdetb. Cushions are first conditioned In a chamber to -200F. The cushions to be tested
at cne static stress are then placed in a portable freezer unit placed next to the mounted cushion tester.
Cushions are then removed from, tested and quickly replaced in the freezer. This minimizes any change
in cushion temperature. The freezer unit is capable of conditioning samples to as low as -80°F or up to
+140*F.

2.3.4.3 Euturg . After completion of all low temperature dynamic cushioning testing, high
temperature testing may be performed, using the above method, at +1400F. AFPEA is also working to
develop a method whereby a cushion tester can be permanently mounted in a chamber and the testing
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process is automated. This would permit sample conditioning and testing to be completely carried out at
the test temperature. Once this method is in place (approximately 2 years), AFPEA will be the only test
facility in the country with such a setup.

POC: Ms. Susan J. Evans (See Appendix B)

2.3.5 Finite Element Analysis FEA6) and Cushioning Study

2.3.5.1 Scope and Future Efforts. ARDEC requested AFPEA to include FEA propertics in the DAPC
Cushioning Research. They would like cushioning data on modules of elasticity, poisson's ratio, and
damping factors. Because of cushioning's non-linearity ch&facteristics, AFPEA would test using different
variables (size, thickness, etc.) to determine if consistent and reliable data is achievable. If our
preliminary testing proves positive, then we will test on more materials. If the data can be used reliably,
then cushioning performance would be included in the finite element analysis of conteiners. Container
designers would be able to predict container responses much more closely using FEA programs.

POC: Mr. Edward P. Moravec (See Appendix B)

3.0 Conclusions

The sub-projects are varied, but they all relate to Cushioning Research. Some of the projects provide
data and tools to use now. Cushion Curve Testing, Cushion Design Program, Isobutane Studies,
Compressive Creep Testing, and Extreme Temperature testing can be used now to aid container
designers. The Shortened Dynamic Cushion Testing and the Finite Element Analysis testing could prove
to be leaps in technology it they are successful.

Studying one topic has lead to many new avenues to explore. This project started out with looking at
Cushion Curve Testing and has expanded into many other forms of cushionirg research.
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DAPC ANTI-STATIC CUSHIONING
CAROLINE J. BUCKEY

93-P-I 10
1994 1995

ID Name Duran.on Ij ,JI'I MIAI M11JI A 1:oI" F JrM IAIt'IJIJ
I FUNDING RECEIVED Ow

2 CUSHION CURVE TESTING 86.8w u

3 DEVELOP SOW 8.6w

4 TECH REP BEFORE AWARI 30w

5 CONTRACT AWARD Ow

6 TECH REP AFTER AWARD 48.8w

7 UPDATE CUSH COMP PGM 56w

8 PREPARE SOW 9w

9 TECH REP DURING 0DE 39.8w

10 DISTRIBUTE TO USERS ?7w

11 GENERATE REPORT 17.8w

12 PRESENT REPORT Ow

Cvttcal Milestone *
93-P-110 Noncdtal Summary
26 Sep 94

"Progress Rolled Up
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